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“Ask Us First” – The Graduate 
Students’ Q & A 

      Dr. Yongping Li celebrated the 
      awarding of a Doctor of Philosophy in 
      Engineering at the Spring 2007 
      Convocation and during the Fall 
      Convocation she received the 
      President’s Distinguished Graduate 
      Award for achieving an exceptional 
      thesis and defence, and having an 
      outstanding academic performance.

      Yongping joined the Environmental 
      Systems Engineering Program in 2003, 
      obtaining her M.A.Sc. in 2004 before 
      beginning her Ph.D program. Dr. Amy 
      Veawab, describes Dr. Li as, “extremely 
      hard working, conscientious, and eager 
to explore beyond the classroom’s expectations.” External Examiner, 
Dr. Huining Xiao, University New Brunswick, described Dr. Li’s thesis 
as “excellent” and commented that her research has “direct benefits to a 
number of waste and water-resource management systems and could also 
help decision makers to justify the desired policies under various 
environmental and economic conditions.”

Dr. Li has had over 30 papers published or accepted for publication in 
international journals. One of her papers published in the Journal of 
Advances in Water Resources was ranked in the top 25 hottest articles 
within the journal in 2006. She was also involved in over 10 research 
projects funded by her supervisor, Dr. Gordon Huang, as well as the 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada, Canada 
Research Chair Program, Environment Canada, the US Environmental 
Protection Agency, and the United Nations. 

Yongping’s academic excellence is highlighted by the numerous 
scholarships and awards she received including the FGSR Dean’s 
Scholarship, Graduate Student Scholarly Research Award, John Spencer 
Middleton & Jack Spencer Gordon Middleton Scholarship, Edgar A. 
Wahn Scholarship, and a Graduate Scholarship from the Faculty of 
Graduate Studies and Research. Yongping was also awarded the very 
prestigious 2007 Chinese Governmental Award for Outstanding Students 
Abroad where she was ranked first.

In the future, Dr. Li plans to continue her research in wastewater 
treatment systems and is also considering becoming a professor in 
engineering.

Dr. Li
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What is full-time status? What is part-time 
status? What about international students?
A full-time student is someone who is:
-registered in 6 credit hours or more 
-registered in a Psychology/GSPP internship 
-registered in maintenance of status - GRST 
995AA (students who have completed all 
credit hours, but have not finished writing 
or defending the thesis/project/practicum) 
-registered in GRST 996AA (with approval 
for an extension)
-registered in the last requirements of a 
graduate program (ie. one course remaining) 

A part-time student is someone who is:
-registered in less than 6 credit hours 
-registered in maintenance of status - GRST 
995AB
-registered in GRST 996AB (will approval
of an extension) 
-registered in non-resident maintenance - 
GRST 999 (if not using university facilities)

International students on visa/study permits:
-Doctoral students must be registered full-
time in every semester (also applies to 
domestic students)
-Master’s students must be registered full-
time in Fall and Winter semesters and part-
time in the Spring/Summer semester



From Left to Right: Mike Cavers, Kelly Abrams, Todd 
Vermeulen, Debora Humeniuk, Merlyn Richelhoff, Aubrey

Watson & Nick Carleton.

We look forward to a great 2008, after having overcome 
several challenges as students, as an organization, and as a 
university in the past year. Thanks to the tireless efforts of 
the GSA and FGSR teams, we have achieved many of our 
goals from last year (e.g., a new GSA centre, a large scale 
welcome event) and maintained our previous successes 
(e.g., the graduate seminar series, the scholarships and 
travel awards). We have enjoyed two newly redesigned 
websites – one for the GSA – www.urgsa.com, and one for 
the conference – www.urconference.com. Next is a January 
social event that will act as a fundraiser for the conference.

We are pleased to be preparing for the 3rd Annual Graduate
Research Conference this April.  Thanks to the outstanding 
graduate student turnout at the recent URSU AGM, we have 
almost entirely secured next year’s conference funding!  Please 
note that the funding from the vote for this year is only a small portion of what it will be next year due to the lateness 
of the vote – so be sure to support this year’s conference fundraisers! We would also like to thank all of the professors, 
directors, deans, and the university administration for their continued support (via sponsorship funding and academic 
investments). Their contributions help to make the conference a great success!

Our goals for this year include revising the GSA constitution, incorporation of the GSA, addition of a graduate 
student seat on the university board of governors, and incorporation of the conference as a not-for-profit event. These 
may seem like large mandates, but the next GSA executive (2008/2009) will begin their year with unprecedented 
budgets, resources, planning, and ready-laid ground work from the current executive.  It is our hope that many of 
the current executive will choose to serve again, but I encourage anyone interested to contact us to learn more. Our 
call for elections will begin in February 2008.

Graduate students continue to be the fastest growing student population and the university executive recognizes our 
importance to the health and prosperity of the academy.  We now have more than 1500 graduate students pursuing 
degrees - many of these scholars are conducting nationally and internationally recognized research, contributing to the 
success of our university, our province, and Canada.

As we move through this year and beyond, we hope 
you will join us in building and sustaining a vibrant 
graduate student community at the U of R.

We look forward to seeing you at upcoming events 
and hearing from you throughout the year! Stay 
current by visiting our website regularly!

Nick Carleton, President
Kelly Abrams, VP Academic and Conference Chair
Aubrey Watson, VP International Students
Merlyn Richelhoff, VP Communications
Debora Humeniuk, VP Social and Educational 
Programming
Todd Vermeulen, VP Finance
Mike Cavers, VP External Affairs and Webmaster

The GSA Office Grand Opening was held on November 5th,
2007.  Thanks to everyone for attending! Our new office is 
located in CK 140. Come visit us, or for more information, 
contact us by email: urgsa@uregina.ca

Our New Office!

Happy New Year from your GSA Executive!
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   University of Regina Graduate Student Research Conference
   Putting Theory into Practice:
   Transferring Creativity into Community Wisdom - III
   April 11th and 12th, 2008
Last year’s research conference was a great success with many presentations and poster exhibits by graduate students, 
as well as upper-level undergraduate students. This conference is an excellent opportunity for you to showcase your 
research, and share it with other students and people in the community. Just come out, have some fun, meet with other 
students, and let them know what you have been working on. It’s a great way to get noticed, and a valuable experience 
which will further your success in graduate research. It will also look great on your CV.

The conference is a public event and all students (graduate and undergraduate), staff, faculty, and members of the 
community, as well as high school students who are considering university career choices will be invited to view the 
posters and listen to the oral presentations.  Registration is free to all presenters as well as members of the audience.

This year’s conference will be held April 11th and 12th, 2008 with Keynote Speaker Bob McDonald, host of CBC’s 
“Quirks and Quarks.” In addition to the presentations, there will be several socials, including a conference dinner. This 
is a great conference, and we hope you will attend!

       Keynote Speaker: Bob McDonald 
       Bob McDonald has been communicating science internationally through television, radio, print and 
       live presentations for more than 30 years. He is the host of CBC Radio’s Quirks and Quarks, the 
       award-winning science program with a national audience of nearly 500,000 people. He is also a 
       regular reporter for CBC Television’s The National as well as host and writer of the Gemini-
       nominated children’s series Head’s Up. 

Mr. McDonald has been honoured for his outstanding contribution to the promotion of science in Canada as the 2001 
recipient of the Michael Smith Award from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council, the 2001 Sir 
Sanford Fleming Medal from the Royal Canadian Institute, Canada’s oldest scientific institution; the 2005 recipient of 
The McNeil Medal for the Public Awareness of Science through The Royal Society of Canada. He has received two 
honourary Doctorates, from the University of Guelph and Carleton University.

 

Both GSA Motions Passed at URSU Annual General Meeting
I am happy to report that at the URSU AGM on October 11th, 2007, both of our motions were passed, thanks to 
your support and the support of undergraduate students looking toward a future in graduate studies! The first motion
changed the URSU related fee from the Community Relations Fund to the Graduate Student’s Research Conference
Fund - $1.50 will be collected from each full-time student for use by the GSA in coordinating and facilitating the 
Graduate Student’s Research Conference. The second motion approved a transfer of 40% of the URSU student fee to 
the GSA to ensure that scholarships and travel awards can continue to be provided to graduate students. These funds 
will have an immediate impact, securing scholarships, travel bursaries, and the up-and-coming research conference!
This is a very exciting time for the GSA, given how quickly we have moved from a minimal budget and minimal 
support to the functional budget and fabulous student support we see today!
 
Special thanks to the FGSR staff for their unwavering support and to Dr. Craig Chamberlin, Dean, KHS, for his 
incredible support in setting up our new GSA centre. We also want to thank the faculty members who have helped 
keep these issues at the forefront of student attention and Mike Burton and the URSU Executive for their vision 
and support. It is my hope that all graduate students can look forward to a prosperous and secure future with URSU 
and the University of Regina.

Congratulations, and thank you, the Graduate Students, very much from all of the GSA Executives.

Nick Carleton, GSA President
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Current Executive for 2007/2008 (Meet your GSA)

   Nick Carleton
      GSA President
      Nick holds a BA in Administration, a BA (Honours) in Psychology, and a MA in Psychology 
   from the University of Regina. His honours thesis research was on the psychological and  
   behavioural effects of the September 11th terrorist attacks on geographically remote viewers.
   His Master’s thesis research investigated the biophysiology of chronic pain, mapping  
   attentional biases for pain onto neural pathways for fear. Currently pursuing his Doctorate in  
   Psychology, Nick is working with Dr. Asmundson studying chronic pain and Post Traumatic 
   Stress Disorder. As a research assistant in the Anxiety and Illness Behaviours Lab, he is  
   actively involved in investigations in pain, anxiety, and trauma. His research interests include 
   cognitive-behavioural models and treatments for anxiety, chronic pain, fear, and PTSD. Nick 
   was recently awarded a Doctoral CIHR Canada Graduate Scholarship to study biological and 
   psychological correlates of trauma and pain. 

Kelly Abrams
VP Academic
Kelly holds a diploma in Health Information Technology, a Bachelor's degree in 
Health Administration, and is completing a Master's in Public Policy. She is a 
certified Health Information Management professional and is currently employed 
as Vice President, Education and Professional Practice for the Canadian Health 
Information Management Association. Her main policy interests are in the field of 
health funding, health care sustainability, information management, and health 
promotion. Her interests at this time are limited to her family, her studies and her 
work. 

    Mike Cavers
    VP External Affairs
    Mike was born and raised in Ontario along with a twin brother and two sisters. He
    completed a Master’s degree in Mathematics at the University of Waterloo and a  
    Bachelor of Science at McMaster University. He is currently a Ph.D. student in the 
    Department of Mathematics and Statistics. Mike’s current research interests are in  
    Graph Theory and Linear Algebra. He is pursuing the Ph.D. program in Mathematics 
    so that some day he may have a career in research and teaching. Some of his  
    continuing interests are computers, the internet, the mathematics of poker, and   
    prestidigitation. 

Aubrey Watson
VP International Students
Aubrey is a US citizen who moved to Regina in January 2006 from Phoenix, 
Arizona to pursue a Master’s degree in Electronic Systems Engineering. She
received her undergraduate degree in Geological Sciences from Arizona State
University. While pursuing her undergraduate degree she worked for the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) on robotic missions to Mars. She 
is currently working with Dr. Tom Conroy to design space radiation instrumentation
for astronauts. 
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         Merlyn Richelhoff
         VP Communications
         Merlyn is completing a Master’s in Public Administration at the University of 
         Regina, after graduating with honours in Sociology and Political Studies at the 
         University of Saskatchewan. His main focus is in the field of health care policy.
         In addition to GSA involvement, Merlyn is active in debate club, a writer for the  
         Carillon, a member of Mensa, is on the Senate Appeals Committee, a University 
         Club Board member, as well as a member of the Saskatchewan Heritage Property 
         Review Board. Also a feisty environmentalist, Merlyn is a staunch advocate of   
         of the hemp industry and organic agriculture. His hobbies include travelling,  
         collecting music and literature, and playing guitars.  
          
 

Debora Humeniuk
VP Social and Educational Programming
Debora received a BFA degree with a major in drawing in 1989. She received a B.Ed. 
in Arts Education, Visual Arts, in 1993. Ms. Humeniuk has taught high school in 
Regina and La Loche, Saskatchewan as well as in Calgary, Alberta. She has worked 
in the field of higher education since 1996, most notably as  program/project 
coordinator with the Energy department at the Southern Alberta Institute of 
Technology. Her areas of responsibility included recruitment, marketing, public 
relations, and project management. Debora is currently a Master’s candidate in the 
Human Resource Development program in the Faculty of Education. She has been 
active in student issues on campus as a past representative from the Faculty of 
Education for the FGSR Faculty Council. Her current thesis explores the impact of 
work/life balance and organizational culture on educational leadership in higher 
education. Debora resides in Pilot Butte with her son Tanner.  

        
        Todd Vermeulen
        VP Finance
        Todd is in his second term acting as the Graduate Student’s Association Vice-
        President of Finance. Todd is responsible for financial reports and record keeping 
        for all GSA projects and activities. He also provides support to the organizing 
        committee of the annual Graduate Student’s Research Conference, and acts as a 
        liaison between the GSA, FGSR, and URSU on all financial matters. Todd has 
        been a Regina resident for over 25 years and a long-time student at the University  
        of Regina. He holds a Bachelor of Business Administration and is currently 
        pursuing a Master of Business Administration. Todd is pleased to contribute to the 
        GSA’s operations and welcomes comments and feedback from all graduate students
        on any matter of interest or concern. 

  

 

 

 

 

Get Involved!
We are always looking for volunteers. If you would like to help out or have ideas about ways we could 
better serve graduate students, we'd love to hear from you.  Contact us at urgsa@uregina.ca 
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STUDENT SUCCESS STORIES

JOHNSON-SHOYAMA GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY
Pivot Legal Society Essay Contest Winner
    Matt Wadsworth was awarded $2000 by the Pivot Legal Society of Vancouver for his 
    winning essay in a contest to find the best and most practical solutions to the housing 
    crisis in Vancouver. The essay was entitled: American Influence in a Canadian City: 
    How Housing Strategies in Portland, Seattle, and San Francisco will Help Create 
    Sustainable Affordable Housing in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside.

    The top six papers, judged by a panel of professional developers, government planners, 
    and academics, were published by Pivot in a Special Report on Housing Solutions for 
    the Downtown Eastside. The report was presented at a public meeting to discuss 
    solutions to the housing crisis in Vancouver in the fall of 2007. The contest looked 
    specifically for policy proposals that had been implemented and were successful in 
    other jurisdictions, involved partnerships between government and developers, and 
    respected the needs of the existing low-income community in the area and did not 
    displace, either directly or indirectly, that community.

    Matt, who is originally from Vancouver, began the MPA program in the fall of 2006 
    and will graduate in the winter of 2008.

Regina Region IPAC National Student Award Winner
    Allison Szeles received $500 as the recipient of the Regina Region IPAC National 
    Student Award for her work in GSPP 801, Governance and Administration. Allison 
    received the highest mark among all students taking the class throughout the 2006-07 
    academic year and was a candidate for the Thought Leadership Awards in Public 
    Administration, sponsored by IPAC, CAPPA, and CASPA.  As part of the national 
    competition, Allison attended the IPAC Annual Meeting in Winnipeg August 26th -
    29th, 2007 where she gave a poster presentation of her paper.  

    Allison was also selected as one of seven interns with the Saskatchewan Internship 
    Program. She will work as an intern with Saskatchewan Agriculture until the end of 
    April, and will graduate with her MPA in the spring of 2008.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Congratulations to University of Regina student Richard Dosselmann who was among 11 finalists honoured at the 
NSERC Synergy Awards Gala on October 29th, 2007. The Innovation Challenge Award honours students pursuing 
graduate studies who have demonstrated an entrepreneurial flair for thinking of ways to transform their research into 
products and processes that will benefit Canadians.

Mr. Dosselmann was honoured for his development of a first-of-a-kind prototype TV and video quality monitoring 
system. Access Communications showed interest in developing a video quality measurement system. As well, a 
company based in Winnipeg has recently entered into negotiations for this technology. Mr. Dosselmann successfully 
achieved his Master's in Computer Science in 2006 and is currently enrolled here as a Ph.D. candidate.
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Graduation Exhibition Held at MacKenzie Art Gallery
Judy Anderson, an MFA student in Visual Arts, showed her 
graduation exhibition, called Coyote's Trick, at the Norman 
MacKenzie Art Gallery from October 19th to November 
18th, 2007. The gallery provided this description of her 
exhibiton: “Struggling to overcome her concerns of working 
with a spiritual theme, Coyote played the ultimate trick 
resulting in this painting and installation exhibition.  Here 
layered meaning results from the four directions and four 
circles converging on the heart of the show:  a woman’s big 
drum.  Used as a tool for bringing women together to heal 
and celebrate, it represents the heartbeat of Mother Earth and 
those who sit at it.  Relying on spirituality for  meaning, the 
artwork ultimately asks whether you will sit down and join 
the circle to aid in the building of culture or be a passive or 
judgemental observer.” 

VISUAL ARTS

Judy Anderson’s exhibit at the MacKenzie Art Gallery

PSYCHOLOGY
Tenure-Track Position for Clinical Psychology Graduate
              Clinical Psychology doctoral student Jaime Williams has accepted a tenure-track 
    appointment at the University of  Saskatchewan beginning in January 2008 and 
    will defend her dissertation very early in 2008. Jaime’s work relates to basic and 
    applied investigations of fear of pain among seniors. Ms. Williams has extensive
    experience in working with individuals with severe cognitive impairments. She
    published several peer-reviewed papers and has presented her work at a variety of 
    scholarly conferences. Her doctoral studies were supported by a Canadian 
    Institutes of Health Research Fellowship as well as by a competitive fellowship 
    from the Alzheimer Society of Canada. Jaime’s Master's studies at the Health 
    Psychology Laboratory were supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering 
    Research Council of Canada.  Jaime also played a primary role in the development 
    and construction of the website for the University of Regina’s Health Psychology 
    Laboratory. 

  

BIOCHEMISTRY
First Recipient of the R.A. Kelln - J. Neuhard Scholarship
Congratulations to Che Colpitts who was named the first recipient of the R.A. Kelln - J. Neuhard Graduate 
Entrance Scholarship in Biochemistry/Molecular Biology. The award is valued at $1500. Miss Colpitts began her 
M.Sc. program in the fall of 2007 after having completed her B.Sc. degree at the University of Regina. During her 
undergraduate studies, Miss Colpitts was on the Dean’s honour list five times. After completing the M.Sc. program, 
Che’s goal is to go on to complete her Ph.D.

Jaime Williams
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FACULTY & DEPARTMENT NEWS

ENGLISH
Literary Eclectic III Conference a Success
On September 28th and 29th 2007, the Department of English hosted the third 
annual Literary Eclectic graduate student conference. Thirty students from the 
Universities of Lethbridge, Calgary, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Saskatchewan 
Brandon, and Regina made refereed presentations. Eight creative writers were 
included in the sessions to draw attention to the new M.A. in Creative Writing 
& English. Award-winning English Professor Michael Trussler’s book of 
poetry, Accidental Animals (Hagios Press) was launched after the Friday night 
conference supper. Students from Brandon University presented a session on 
multi-media alternatives to more easily recognizable production of poetry. 
Their mentor, Canada Research Chair Dr. Di Brandt, was the conference’s 
keynote speaker. Taking her title from Kafka’s phrase, “Axing the frozen sea 
within us,” Dr. Brandt exhorted us to take the opportunity and responsibility 
of poetry seriously to fight environmental degradation. Not unexpectedly, the 
lecture continues to generate discussion among students and faculty. Seventy 
students and faculty registered for the conference and its auxiliary, and very 
successful, social functions. Student volunteers and material support from the 
University of Regina, the Faculty of Arts, the Department of English, Luther 
College, and Campion College made this English Department venture 
extremely successful.

GRADUATE STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION
GSA Scholarships Awarded to Visual Arts and Computer Science Students
The Graduate Students’ Association has established a graduate student scholarship to assist both part-time and full-
time students with their studies. There were a tremendous number of excellent applicants for this year’s awards, 
representing the fantastic success of the graduate community here at the University of Regina. The GSA is pleased 
to announce and recognize the recipients of the scholarships for 2007 - Barbara Meneley (Visual Arts) and Wei Jin 
(Computer Science). 

Barbara Meneley is a second year MFA student majoring in Intermedia. She is co-curator at the student run Fifth 
Parallel Gallery and a graduate representative for the Department of Visual Arts. Wei Jin is a second year M.Sc. 
student in Computer Science who came to the University of Regina after completing his undergraduate degree in 
Beijing, China. The GSA encourages all students to apply again next year and is looking forward to continuing to 
support the efforts and participation in research of all graduate students. 

KINESIOLOGY & HEALTH STUDIES
The Kinesiology and Health Studies graduate students are please to announce the formation of the first Graduate 
Students Society (KHSGSS). Executive elections were held at the beginning of October and the first official meeting 
took place on October 23rd 2007.

KHSGSS looks forward to becoming a much-needed resource to its members, as well as facilitating program 
discussion with the KHS faculty and working with the newly funded Graduate Student Association. 

For information regarding KHSGSS and activities please contact Cathy Mills, President, at mills2ca@uregina.ca 
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International Students Finding a New Home in Mathematics & Statistics
Mathematical and statistical sciences are by nature cerebral, where the laboratory is one’s own mind and the 
instruments are one’s imagination and power to reason. The subject is both fundamental and universally studied, 
and given Canada’s reputation for outstanding research in mathematical science, there is a high demand for 
Canadian graduate programs from international students. The Department of Mathematics & Statistics at the 
U of R is no exception, and the department has a healthy number of international graduate students from all parts 
of the world. These students not only play an important role in advancing research undertaken at the university, but 
also enrich the intellectual and cultural learning environment that the department fosters in its graduate programs.

Why do international students desire to come to Regina for graduate studies in mathematical and statistical 
science? Certainly the quality of the graduate program is a primary factor, as is the university’s reputation abroad. 
Yet international students have other, very personal reasons for coming to Regina. Dipra Mitra (India) a doctoral 
student in algebra remarked that an advantage Regina has over other institutions is the low cost of living in the 
city. Supranee Lisawadi (Thailand) a doctoral student in statistics says that a family connection - her brother was 
already living in Regina - was a deciding factor for her decision to study in Regina. Sadia Mwangangi (Kenya),  
who is a doctoral student in operator algebras, says that her decision to study in Regina arose from a visit to the 
Department she made during an international mathematics conference held at the University of Regina in 2005. 
She comments that she was impressed by the manner in which professors interacted with students, a relationship 
based on collegiality that holds students in a higher regard than she was accustomed to seeing. 

 

International students face many challenges when they arrive: uncertainty about the culture, working in a second 
language, new professors and new expectations, and the loneliness of being far from family and friends. Yet over 
time they settle into their new lives and many make Canada their permanent home after graduation. For two 
graduate students, Mahmud Akelbek and Sandra Fital, both PhD students in matrix theory (one of whom is an 
international student), graduate studies in Regina has led to marriage and the birth of their first child. Other 
international graduate students have established lifelong friendships with colleagues and professors, as well as 
important professional contacts.

The Department’s international graduate students make the most of the opportunities that lie before them in their 
subdisciplines. Yu Zhang, a Ph.D. student from China, presented a paper at the Annual Conference of the Canadian 
Statistical Society in 2006, while Abdullah Al-Ahmari, a doctoral candidate from Saudi Arabia, attended a “by 
invitation only” workshop in functional analysis in Banff in 2007. Many international graduate students have been 
awarded the FGSR Teaching Fellowship to develop their teaching skills under the mentorship of a supervising 
professor, putting undergraduate students in direct contact with international graduate students.

The Department’s international graduate students have distinguished themselves with their high academic 
achievements, and continue to be valued members of the university and local community.

MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

From left to right: D. Mitra, S. Lisawadi, S. Mwangangi, and Y. Zhang
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BUSINESS
Executive MBA Benefits a Variety of Owners, Managers, and Executives
In 2006, the Kenneth Levene Graduate School of Business launched the Executive MBA program. Participants 
appreciate the program for allowing them to continue their careers while building their business acumen.
 
According to Randall Edge, President of Edge and Associates, “The University of Regina got its EMBA program 
right. It is carefully crafted to permit a manager to pursue their work assignments while working on their graduate 
studies.” 

Ken Hoff, Manager of IT Services at SaskPower, believes that his learning in the program has helped contribute 
to greater workplace productivity, commenting, “The EMBA program has provided me with new insights, theories, 
and skills that I started using immediately in my day-to-day work and personal life.”

     Other participants point to networking opportunities that the program 
     provides. According to Terry MacDonald, Provincial Manager of 
     Insurance Operations at CAA Saskatchewan, “The EMBA program has 
     expanded my network significantly in ways that working in my field 
     simply could not do.” 

     Those with an entrepreneurial bent have also found that the program 
     meets their needs. Marian Donnelly, CEO of Inner Circle Management,  
     an organization dedicated to developing artists, events, buildings, and 
     communities, said, “The EMBA program has been beneficial as I work 
     toward establishing a new consulting business. The knowledge I've gained 
     has contributed to my business plan development and my personal and 
     organizational capacity.”

     Even seasoned business owners have benefited from the Executive MBA 
     program. According to Graham Harvey, owner and manager of Harvey’s 
     Hardware in Assiniboia, Carpet One in Medicine Hat, and Ashdown’s 
     Furniture and Interiors in Moose Jaw, “The EMBA program will have a 
     significant impact on how I pursue business opportunities in the future 
     and, more importantly, on the bottom line profits.”

Middle managers, senior executives, business owners, and entrepreneurs seem to agree: the Executive MBA 
program offers the opportunity to learn what they need to sharpen their business skills, improve their business 
network, and enhance workplace productivity and profitability.

EMBA Group

 PSYCHOLOGY
Prestigious Statistic for Clinical Psychology Program
The University of Regina’s Clinical Psychology Program has managed to achieve an impressive 100% success rate 
in placing students in pre-doctoral clinical internships between 2000 and 2006 according to a report from the 
Association of Post-Doctoral Psychology and Internship Centres (APPIC). The internship, which is a competitive 
placement, is required of all doctoral students in the clinical psychology program. The U of R is the only Canadian 
University out of sixteen offering clinical psychology programs that placed 100% of students. In comparison, the 
University of Saskatchewan’s placement rate was 79.5%, McGill University’s was 76%, and Duke University’s was
93%. The only other North American Universities that matched the University of Regina’s perfect placement rate  
were Yale University and Midwestern University. Congratulations to everyone involved in the clinical psychology 
programme on a fantastic accomplishment!
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JOHNSON-SHOYAMA GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY
Johnson-Shoyama Graduate School Students: Enlightening Their Minds and Broadening Their Horizons 
Four Johnson-Shoyama graduate students received full credit for classes they took off-campus during the summer 
of 2007. Jymmi Demchuk and Tracy Kuhtz attended a course on Non-Profit and Voluntary Sector Governance at 
Carleton University in Ottawa. The course was offered by the School of Public Policy and Administration in 
collaboration with the Center for Voluntary Sector Research and Development at Carleton. It was an intensive five
day academic course which offered a combination of theory and practical tools, and was taught by instructors who 
were university faculty members, community leaders, and senior managers from non-profit and voluntary 
organizations.

       “The instructors brought a depth of knowledge to the 
       subject from both practical and scholarly points of view. 
       The course was intense but also a wonderful learning 
       experience and a great opportunity to learn from leading 
       Canadian scholars in the field." - Jymmi Kaye Demchuk 
       

       “At first I was anxious about whether the expectations at
       Carleton might be different, in terms of the student 
       performance level and background. After the first day, it 
       was clear that we were well prepared and would have no 
       problem meeting professors’ expectations of performance. 
       The Johnson-Shoyama program provides an excellent 
       foundation. More students should consider taking a class 
       from another school.” - Tracy Kuhtz 
       

Jason Rumancik and Jennifer Hurst travelled to Prague, Czech Republic, to attend a course offered for credit 
through the European Summer Institute (ESI) 2007 on the Future of Europe: Lobbying in Brussels. The European 
Summer Institute is offered jointly by the Prague Centre for Public Policy and INstrategy – Institute for European 
and National Strategies. It is a seven-day academic program that brings together a limited number of students from 
various nationalities and academic backgrounds, providing them with an opportunity to deepen their knowledge of 
EU policies through exchanges of ideas with academics, policy practitioners and fellow students. The program 
combines intensive academic courses with cultural, social, and recreational opportunities. 

“This was a fantastic opportunity to be able to learn in a 
new environment with people from a wide range of 
backgrounds coming from all over the world. It was an 
intense week of learning and fun: getting to know my 
colleagues, learning about the EU, and sightseeing in one 
of the most beautiful cities in Europe. I would highly 
recommend the European Summer Institute course to 
everyone.”  - Jennifer Hurst

Jymmi Demchuk and Tracy Kuhtz

Janson Rumancik and Jennifer Hurst
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Graduate Certificate Program Offered by the Teaching Development Centre
The Graduate Certificate Program leads to a non-credit Certificate in Teaching and Learning in Higher Education for graduate 
students who see their future in academia. It is a flexible, optional, individualized program for graduate students who are 
involved in university teaching. The program includes a weekly seminar running during the winter semester (mid-January - April) 
for the purpose of mentorship, discussion and reflection. The key elements of the program are: acquiring theory and practice of 
higher education, mentorship by an experienced instructor, a supervised practicum, and preparation of a teaching dossier.

Space is limited, so if you are interested, please contact Michelle at tdc@uregina.ca with your name, faculty or department, phone
number, subject area/discipline, and a brief description of your teaching experience (if applicable).

     Important Dates:

    February 2008
    GSA/FGSR International Night
     Date: February 4th, 2008
     Time: 6:30-9:00 pm
     Location: TBA
     Information: The purpose of this event is to promote 
     sharing of experiences in an informal setting with 
     domestic, international and Canadian graduate students. 
     Prizes will be awarded!

     GSA Seminar: How to Give a Dynamic Conference Oral 
     Presentation
     Date: February 7th, 2008
     Time: 4:30-5:30 pm
     Location: TBA (possibly CL 408)
     Information: Dr. Mark Brigham (Science) will be talking 
     about giving a dynamic conference oral presentation. 
     Refreshments and cookies will be provided. All graduate 
     students are encouraged to attend! 

     GSA Network Night: An Informal Opportunity for 
     Graduates to Share Research
     Date: February 26th, 2008
     Time: 7:00-8:30 pm
     Location: CK 140
     Information: This event provides an opportunity for 
     graduates to exchange research ideas, network, mix with 
     other faculties, and GSA executives to answer questions 
     on scholarships/bursaries, etc. Sponsored by SpringBoard 
     West Innovations Inc. 

     GSA Seminar: Publish or Perish
     Date: February 28th, 2008
     Time: 4:30-5:30 pm
     Location: TBA (possibly CL 408)
     Information: Dr. Gordon Asmundson (KHS) will be 
     talking about publish or perish. Refreshments and 
     cookies will be provided. All graduate students are 
     encouraged to attend! 

March 2008
GSA Seminar: How to Create an Effective Conference 
Poster
Date: March 6th, 2008
Time: 4:30-5:30 pm
Location: TBA (possibly CL 408)
Information: The GSA will be talking about how to 
create an effective conference poster. Refreshments and 
cookies will be provided. All graduate students are 
encouraged to attend!  

GSA Network Night: An Informal Opportunity for 
Graduates to Share Research
Date: March 25th, 2008
Time: 7:00-8:30 pm
Location: CK 140
Information: We will be hosting another installment of 
GSA Network Night. This event provides an opportunity 
for graduates to exchange research ideas, network, mix 
with other faculties, and GSA executives to answer 
questions on scholarships/bursaries, etc. Sponsored by 
SpringBoard West Innovations Inc. 

April 2008
Third Annual Graduate Students' Research Conference
Date: April 11th and 12th, 2008
Time: All day
Location: Education Building & Riddell Centre
Information: Both graduate and undergraduate students 
may participate by presenting either a short seminar or 
poster, or attending the conference as an observer. 
 
GSA Network Night: An Informal Opportunity for 
Graduates to Share Research
Date: April 29th, 2008
Time: 7:00-8:30 pm
Location: CK 140
Information: We will be hosting another installment of 
GSA Network Night. This event provides an opportunity 
for graduates to exchange research ideas, network, mix 
with other faculties, and GSA executives to answer 
questions on scholarships/bursaries, etc. 
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